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Evaluation of Suckling Mice and Tissue Culture for Recovery of Viruses
from Haemorrhagic Fever Patients in Thailand *
ANANDA NISALAK, PRICHA SINGHARAJ & SCOTT B. HALSTEAD

This paper reports on a comparative study of
mammalian cells and suckling mice for the recovery
of dengue strains from naturally infected human
beings in Thailand. Dengue virus was assayed in
tissue culture by an interference technique 1 and was
isolated from suckling mice by technique B described
in the paper by Singharaj, Simasathian & Halstead.2
All the systems compared were inoculated simul-
taneously.
Three continuous cell lines and primary hamster

kidney cells were tested for the recovery of dengue
virus from plasma specimens from which dengue
viruses had been recovered previously in suckling
mice (" known positive "). Twenty-four sera were
inoculated simultaneously into tubes containing
BS-C-1 (continuous African green monkey kidney),
LLC-MK2 (continuous Rhesus monkey kidney),
PS (continuous porcine kidney) and HKC (primary
hamster kidney) cells. Dengue viruses were recovered
from 16, 13, 4 and 2 of the sera, respectively,
and the BS-C-1 cells were selected for further
studies.

It was necessary to establish whether interference
would prevent the serial transfer of dengue virus in
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an homologous cell system. It was observed that
(a) when acute phase sera were serially passaged in
BS-C-l cells without dilution, and at 1 :10 and
1 :100 dilutions, the highest recovery rates were in
the lowest dilution lines; and (b) dengue strains could
be carried to the 10th or higher BS-C-1 passage
without loss due to interference effect. These
observations suggested that interferon or other
interfering mechanisms responsible for challenge
virus resistance in dengue-infected cells would not
interfere with the usual laboratory manipulation of
dengue viruses in cell cultures.
When 46 "known positive " plasma specimens

were inoculated simultaneously into BS-C-l cells and
suckling mice, virus was recovered from 36 specimens
in the BS-C-1 cells and from 41 in the mice. This
difference was not significant by the X2 test. In
mice, virus was recovered from 2 specimens at the
first passage, from 20 at the second passage and from
19 at the third passage. In tissue culture the virus
was recognized in 23 cases at the first passage,
in 10 at the second passage, in 2 at the third passage
and in 1 at the fifth passage. The virus recovery
rates were approximately equal in tissue culture and
mice for dengue types 1 and 2 viruses, but were
slightly higher in mice for dengue type 3 virus.
Other studies of tissue cultures and mice as hosts for
the recovery of human strains of dengue virus have
shown that up to 15% additional virus strains may
be recovered if both host systems are used for virus
recovery attempts.
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This study is an extension of studies carried out
by Hammon and co-workers, 1, 2 who recovered

dengue viruses from Aedes aegypti and one strain
each of chikungunya and Eastern encephalitis viruses
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